Come together to sew something new.

Sewing classes to be held after school on a Tuesday afternoon will begin shortly. In preparation for this group do you have some pieces material, scapes of felt, embroidery threads that you could donate to our group of students exploring the art of sewing?
Many sorts of materials can be used.

We begin the year by trying the Japanese technique of Boro stitching,

then use all kinds of colourful fabrics to make fabric yoyos toys such as an Easter chick, a caterpillar or even add leaves to our class collaged tree. Check out the library window to see some of these ideas.

A collection box will be placed in the library foyer – it will be blue. Please donate something to help this group along.

Many thanks
Irma Watson

Thanks to Jenny McWhinney and Create in Stitch shop for donating materials to St Joseph’s sewing group.